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“Fernz Gate” is a Fantasy RPG (Roguelike)
game of adventure, puzzles and lots of fun
with a uniquely hand-drawn 2D art style. You
play as Alex, an ordinary high school boy who
has been suddenly transported into a fantasy
world. After awakening in some unfamiliar
woods, Alex, now the leader of a small group
of adventurers, sets out to find his way back
home. His first task is to rescue the bride of
his friend, Tom, from the clutches of the
Overlord. He will then set out to find a way
back home, and to do so he will join forces
with other friends, as well as with monsters of
unusual and terrifying appearance. By your
own hands, you will have to fight against
hordes of evil, free towns from the grip of the
wicked overlords, defend yourself against the
threats that constantly lurk around the towns,
and finally destroy the source of the evil.
“Fernz Gate” is fully voiced in Japanese with
English subtitles; The game itself features a
very special item: The ability to change the
language! Not only will you gain access to
more powerful and more fun equipment, but
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also you will be able to play the game with a
number of other languages! Reminder: The
game is now available in English, Spanish,
French, German, Italian, Polish, Dutch and
Turkish. You can change the language in the
game settings menu. Each language also has
different subtitles! You can find the latest
updates on our website.[Molluscum
contagiosum: an uncommon cutaneous
infection of cholinergic origin]. Molluscum
contagiosum (MC) is a common viral infection
caused by the poxvirus MC. Infections usually
are limited to the face and form up to lesions
of about 1 to 10 cm in diameter.
Approximately 50-80% of people with MC are
infected before the age of 10. The clinical
course of MC infection depends on age and
anatomical localization of lesions. MC is often
considered trivial and benign. However, MC
may be associated with pruritus, due to an
extensive inflammatory reaction in close
proximity to the hair follicles, pain due to
secondary inflammatory lesions and, in some
cases, a more aggressive, malignant course of
the infection. Relevant histopathologic criteria
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for diagnosing MC are papillary dermal
proliferation with neutrophilic infiltration,
granulomas composed of multinucleated giant
cells, and neoplastic transformation. Currently,

Super Ninja Meow Cat Features Key:
Experience a virtual reality escape room game with 6 different themes including Virtual Guerrillas,
Full Body Challenge, Transporter and Invader
Different types of virtual escape games such as point play, real room, and virtual play
Play a variety of game modes such as scrambler, entrance, final and gallery
Playing with friends on Facebook is also supported
You can connect, buy or sell game pieces
You can play for free or extend the game
Player can change the game difficulty from easy to hard
User can play to escape or finish
Share the exciting escape room on Facebook
You can’t fail the game, but you can find all the clue
You can share the game progress in Facebook
User can play this experience on PC, PS4, Xbox One, iPhone, Android, Facebook and Oculus

Control:
There are 6 different game modes including point play, real room, virtual play, Special game (many
styles), Mission (just one theme), store and gallery
Players can choose difficulty level from the configuration
Collect, use or deposit all the game piece
Change the game difficulty level at any time
Play any one of the game modes
Saving the game progress which include checkpoints
Playing with friends on Facebook is also supported
You can connect, buy or sell game pieces
User can play to escape or finish
Share the exciting escape room on Facebook

Technology:
HTC Vive or Oculus Rift VR headset required
Windows 7/8/10, Windows Server 2012
Adobe Flash Player version 11.2.202.236 or more
OS X or Linux Recommended
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